Hello! I‘m

.

tim is your perfect companion for everyday mobility.
At the tim mobility hubs, you can transfer to alternative means
of transport. You can use stationary (e-)car sharing, rent a car
for longer tours, get around using the AST shared taxi service or
charge your own e-car.
You can get to the tim stations either by tram, bus, bike or by walking.
tim is a cheap and flexible alternative to owning a car.
At the same time, you are helping to create more space and
reduce cars in Linz, keeping the air cleaner.
All this in a very simple and relaxed way.
tim welcomes you on board!
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Do you need a car? tim offers a variety of car types. You simply have
to choose the one that suits your needs.
If you need a car for a short period of time, i.e. for a few hours,
(e-)car sharing is the right option. tim rents out electric and
conventional cars. You have never driven an electric car? No
problem. When you register for tim, you will be given instructions!
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From Friday to Sunday, you can use our tim cars for a cheap weekend
trip – and even to go abroad. If you want to go away for a longer
period of time, then our tim rental car offer is the perfect choice.
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Why tim?

tim car sharing vs. own car
private car

You are open for new ideas? You don’t have your own car but need
one every now and then? You care about the future? You try to move
around the city without causing excess pollution and expenses?
tim was made for you!

€ 84.00

Our services for you:
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· 24h service hotline
· flexible booking platform (around the clock)
· electricity/fuel included for tim (e-)car sharing
· cleaning
· annual toll sticker (Vignette)
· comprehensive cover, liability insurance and passenger insurance
· claims procedure
· service/annual inspection
· tyre change
· child safety seats available in select vehicles

fuel cost, insurance, maintenance,
annual inspection, toll sticker (vignette)

12 x € 7 basic fee

With tim you don’t have to worry about your mobility.

annual fixed cost

€ 7,461.00
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With the cost difference of € 7,377.00 per year you can:
go on 61 weekend trips (weekend flat rate) with tim
or: book a tim car 83 times for a full day flatrate for 24 hours
or: use a tim car 738 times for a two-hour period.

0g

1,510 kg
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Source: ÖAMTC, for the purpose of comparison a similar vehicle was chosen (VW Golf Sportsvan),
calculation basis (24 March 2021): 6-year ownership, 10,000 km travelled/year
Source: www.spritrechner.biz
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2

CO2 /year
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Your tim card
When you register with tim, you will receive your personal tim card.
This card is not only your key to the tim cars but also a charging card
for almost all the BEÖ charging stations across Austria.
You can find them at: linzag.at/ladestellen
Your tim card also grants you discounted tariffs for the
AST shared taxi service.
For more information: linzag.at/AST

Karten-Nr.: 1234512345
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Tel.: +43 732 3400 7733
office@tim-linz.at

MSc. Max Mustermann, CSc.
123456
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Here is how you book
your tim car:
You can comfortably book your tim car via our booking platform.
It is flexible, easy-to-use and intelligent. Simply tim.
You can access the platform using any device connected to the
internet to place your individual bookings. You can thus reserve a
car from the comfort of your home but also directly at the
pick-up station – around the clock.

You can easily change your tim
booking any time:

· If things take longer than

expected, you can extend your
booking subject to availability.

· If you are back early, simply

terminate your trip via the booking
platform. That way, you will only
be charged for the actual time you
used the car.

· If something gets into your way,

you can cancel your booking up to
one minute before the reserved
start time.

Did you know? You can synchronise your bookings with your personal
calendar. So you will never forget a booking.
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Where‘s tim?
tim is growing fast. Currently, you can find tim mobility hubs
at the following locations:

· Hauptplatz Linz
· LINZ AG, Wiener Straße 151
· JKU – Johannes-Kepler-Universität, Altenberger Straße
· Tabakfabrik Linz, Ludlgasse
· Grüne Mitte Linz, Edeltraud-Hofer-Straße
· SolarCity, Heliosallee
· Simonystraße
· Bindermichl, Stadlerstraße
· Stadtplatz Leonding
· Volksgarten, Blumauerstraße
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To ensure that you can get there easily, all tim mobility hubs are located
in the immediate vicinity of LINZ AG LINIEN public transport stops.
We are growing steadily:
Up-to-date information on our sites is available at tim-linz.at
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How much is tim?
Registration is a one-off price of 15 Euro. The monthly membership
fee is 7 Euro. As a member, you can enjoy the entire tim car sharing
and rental car offer at advantageous member tariffs.
Insurance, maintenance and service as well as electricity/fuel costs
are included in the (e-)car sharing tariff.
Here’s another plus: all our vehicles have a valid Austrian road toll
sticker (Vignette).
If you have any questions, call us at
+43 732 3400-7733 – around the clock

CAR SHARING

CAR SHARING

Hourly Prices

VW ID.3 / e-Golf
Skoda Fabia Combi

1st + 2nd hour

€ 5.00/h

3rd + 4th hour

€ 8.00/h

From the 5th to the 9th hour

€ 10.00/h

Prices include 80 km (every additional km costs € 0.15)

Daily Prices
10th – 24th hour

€ 88.00

Price includes 80 km (every additional km costs € 0.15)

Weekend tariff
Friday 2 p.m. – Sunday 10 p.m.

€ 120.00

Price includes 200 km (every additional km costs € 0.15)
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For further costs such as late return, excess soiling etc. please refer to tim-linz.at or to our
customer agreement.
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SHORT TERM USE
1h or more hours

CAR SHARING
tim is growing dynamically!
For availability and real time location
information go to tim-linz.at

SHORT TERM USE
1h or more hours

starting at

starting at

€ 5.00/h

€ 5.00/h

VW E-GOLF

VW ID.3

electric car
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CAR SHARING

electric car

Range: 190 – 300 km*

Storage space:

Range: 390 – 425 km*

Storage space:

Transmission: automatic

341 to 1,231 litres**

Transmission: automatic

315 to 1,170 litres**

Seats: 5

Childseat available*** (Isofix)

Seats: 5

Childseat available*** (Isofix)

* Depending on the technical equipment of the selected e-Golf
** Trunk or with folded rear seats
***	We offer cars with a child seat as standard equipment. On the booking platform they are marked
with a child seat symbol and can be selected accordingly. Further free child seats on demand.

* Depending on the technical equipment of the selected e-Golf
** Trunk or with folded rear seats
***	We offer cars with a child seat as standard equipment. On the booking platform they are marked
with a child seat symbol and can be selected accordingly. Further free child seats on demand.
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SHORT TERM USE
1h or more hours

CAR SHARING
starting at

€ 5.00/h

Skoda Fabia Combi

70 kW / 95 HP – conventional
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Transmission: 5 gear manual Storage space:
Seats: 5

530 to 1,395 litres*

Fuel: petrol

Childseat available** (Isofix)

* Trunk or with folded rear seats
**	We offer cars with a child seat as standard equipment. On the booking platform they are marked
with a child seat symbol and can be selected accordingly. Further free child seats on demand.
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LONG TERM USE
1h or more days

RENTAL CARS
tim is growing dynamically!
For availability and real time location
information go to tim-linz.at

RENTAL CARS
Prices per day for a day or several days*
1-2 days

3-5 days

6-8 days 9-13 days 14-21 days additional day

€ 85.00

€ 80.00

€ 75.00

€ 70.00

€ 65.00

€ 25.00

Weekend tariff (from Fri 2 p.m. to Sun 10 p.m.)
Weekend flat rate

€ 135.00

Skoda Octavia Combi

85 kW / 115 HP – conventional
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Transmission: 7 gear automatic

Storage space:

Seats: 5

610 to 1,740 litres*

Fuel: petrol

Childseat on demand**

* Trunk or with folded rear seats
** Further free child seats on demand

* 30 days maximum rental period
For further costs such as late return, excess soiling etc. please refer to tim-linz.at or
to our customer agreement.
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tim Business

One card for the whole company

BY CAR
DIRECTLY
TO THE
MEETING

Are there several employees in your company who would like to
make use of our tim offer? We now also issue non-personalised tim
business cards for companies. One authorised person signs the
contract with tim and the company assumes liability for all the items
of the contract. The company may decide which employees may use
the card and take advantage of the offer. You may of course apply
for several tim business cards for your company. This will further
increase your flexibility.
The personalised tim card for your employees:
Would you prefer us to issue personalised tim business cards?
No problem. The card will be issued for the respective
employee and invoices issued to your company.

CAR SHARING
tim business card advantages for you:

RENTAL CARS

· transferable card for employees
· a set monthly basic rate of 7 Euro per tim card for many
potential users

· one joint invoice
· simple training, also in groups and on site
· usage at the generally applicable tim rates
Additional advantages for holders of personalised cards:

· personalised card for each employee
· individual invoice and log book for each employee. This enables
individual rides to be attributed to employees/jobs.

Registration represents a one-off cost of 15 Euro per card. The
monthly basic rate is 7 Euro, any additional card is only 3.50 EUR.
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tim &
public transport

BUS + TRAM

Bus, tram and tim: they belong together and are the perfect mobility
team. Each tim station is located in the immediate vicinity of a stop
of the LINZ AG LINIEN public transport network.
You can thus safely and comfortably travel to the nearest tim mobility
hub almost around the clock. Because this is what tim represents: the
link-up of different mobility services.
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The pillar in the typical tim design won’t let you miss the tim mobility
hubs. The car sharing stations are recognisable by the marks on the
ground and of course the tim cars themselves will catch your eye.
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Charging with tim

CHARGING

At every tim mobility hub, you will find publicly accessible charging
stations for your private e-car. At the Hauptplatz station they are
located in the underground garage.
With the LINZ AG charging card you can charge your car there
without any reservation or notice. Just drive to the nearest mobility
hub and get the green electricity for your e-car.
For more information: strommobil.at

Bicycle & tim

BIKE
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If you pedal to the mobility hub by bike, feel free to leave it at the
bike park area available there.
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SHARED TAXI
tim &
AST shared taxi service
You only want to get home after a demanding day at work, an evening
at the Musiktheater or after a night out in the pubs of Linz? Your
AST shared taxi will pick you up near the tim mobility hubs at the AST
station indicated and take you home in comfort and at a reduced rate.
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For more information: linzag.at/ast

Call and order your AST shared taxi!

+ 43 732 66 12 66
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tim
mobility hub

AST shared
taxi stop
public
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tram & bus
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bike parking
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(e-)car
sharing

rental car

tim-servicecenter
Wiener Straße 151, 4021 Linz
Hotline: +43 732 3400-7733
office@tim-linz.at
Opening hours:
Mon to Thu: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Fri: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

tim-linz.at
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